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Available or unavailable? : nomenclatural examination of the Cretaceous ammonite genus
Polyptychoceras
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It goes without saying that scientific names are useful for representing kinds of organisms. However, using names properly
in accordance with the rules of nomenclature is not necessarily easy and a confusion of names could damage the objectivity of
researches.

PolyptychocerasYabe, 1927 from the Upper Cretaceous is a genus of heteromorph ammonites, which is characterized by paper
clip-like shell morphology. It has been pointed out that this genus needs re-examination of species-level classification whereas
occurrences of 12 species have been reported from Japan sinceP. pseudogaultinum(Yokoyama, 1890) was described. However,
there are still many unclear points in the species names of this genus proposed until today. For example,P. yubarensehas been
attributed to Yabe, 1927 in many literatures probably because Yabe (1927) first proposed this name. In fact, Yabe (1927) is not
the original description of this species by reason that the literature only listed the name of this species and gave no biological
description (theCode’sArticle 12.1).

In the present study, we examined the nomenclature of these 12 species on the basis of the currently usedInternational
Code of Zoological Nomenclature Fourth Edition(International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature, 1999). As a result,
nomenclatural availability, authors, dates of publication, and original descriptions were revealed. These results will ensure the
objectivity of relevant studies and will contribute to future taxonomic works.

For your information, this abstract is not issued for the purposes of zoological nomenclature (Disclaimer based on Art. 8.2).
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Assessment of local diversity in Cretaceous ammonoids from the Yezo Group using indi-
vidual taxonomic abundance
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Exploring global diversity change across the Phanerozoic has been an important part of paleontology in the past quarter-
century. It is widely known that the diversity estimates are seriously biased by variation in the volume of paleontological data
and there have been many debates on how to remove the sampling intensity biases. The taxonomic richness has been standardized
by sampling proxies such as collection-based occurrences and the amount of rock records. On the other hand, use of the number
of individuals observed in each taxon is limited to the studies on sample level diversity at the outcrops because those data are
not available at the global level. An intermediate approach between at the global and sample levels is commonly found in the
tabulation of number of species for a particular taxonomic group through a restricted geologic time interval at the local level.
However, such a local database compiled in a traditional manner does not record any information on abundance of each species
in most cases.

Here, we studied chronological change in species diversity of Cretaceous ammonoids from the Yezo Group exposed in central
Hokkaido, Japan, using the diversity indices that take into account the abundance of each species. This study was based on the
fossil collections collected from Soya, Nakagawa, Haboro, Kotambetsu, Obira, Mikasa, Oyubari or Hobetsu areas and stored
at Shizuoka University, National Museum of Nature and Science, Tokyo, Nakagawa Museum of Natural History, Mikasa City
Museum and Hobetsu Museum. The number of individuals was counted for each species for each stratigraphic unit from the
Cenomanian to Maastrichtian. A total of 9,834 individuals of 266 species was identified and counted.

The patterns of diversity change estimated in the present analysis were considerably different among collections even when
the same diversity index was adopted. A plausible reason of this discrepancy is the difference in relative species abundance ob-
served among collections. The only exception is the Shannon-Weiner function which exhibited a consistent pattern of diversity
change independent of which collection was utilized. This result suggests that the Shannon-Weiner function is the most robust
against variation in relative species abundance. The diversity estimates based on species richness tended to be correlated with
the proportion of the rare species to the total number of species. This result suggests that these diversity estimates are readily
distorted by the impact of rare species.
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